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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Astonfield’s Sourabh Sen Receives Man of the Year Award from
Viki Publishers and Byatikram Mass Awareness and Social
Development Organisation
Renewable power developer joins other eminent Bengalis making positive
contributions to society
MUMBAI – 30 July 2013 – Astonfield
Renewables, a leading provider of
affordable renewable energy, is pleased to
announce that Co-Chairman Sourabh Sen
has been honoured with the Man of the Year
Award from Viki Publishers and Byatikram
Mass Awareness and Social Development
Organisation (MASDO), an NGO dedicated
to strengthening social and cultural richness
in Northeast India. Mr. Sen was recognised
for his pioneering efforts in the development
of the renewable energy industry in India.
On July 13, Mr. Sen accepted the award in a ceremony in the city of Guwahati, in the state of
Assam, from Viki Publishers, reputed publishers of Byatikram Magazine and the inspiration behind
MASDO. The event was attended by Indian government officials as well as cultural and business
luminaries. The Honourable Minister of Public Health Engineering for the State of Assam, Mr.
Gautam Roy, personally presented to award to Mr. Sen.
“I am deeply humbled to be recognised by MASDO – a protector of Bengali culture and champion of
the social welfare of all Indians,” said Mr. Sen. “My hope is this recognition brings further attention
to the important role renewable energy must play in India’s power mix. This honour invigorates me
even more to further fuel the growth and propagation of affordable, sustainable electricity across all
sectors of society.”
A native of Chandannagore, Mr. Sen completed his B.Sc from the University of Burdhwan. He
graduated with a science degree from the Mohsin College, Hooghly. He is also an alumnus of Don
Bosco Schools. Mr. Sen is actively involved in a number of charitable and humanitarian causes in
the state of West Bengal.
Astonfield is a key government partner in the development of renewable energy programs at both
central and state levels, delivering solutions that improve energy security, reliability, and low rates
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of electrification.
About Astonfield Renewable Resources
Astonfield Renewable Resources Ltd. is a leading provider of affordable renewable energy in
emerging markets. Astonfield develops, owns, and operates a rapidly growing portfolio of utilityscale solar plants. Through strategic partnerships with global technology and finance leaders,
Astonfield deploys the world’s most advanced, proven renewable energy solutions to power
communities in India, Africa, and the Middle East. For more information visit:
http://www.astonfield.com.
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